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Abstract 

Ubiquitous computing and ambient intelligence point out the issue of usable soft- and hardware. Gadg-
ets without manuals are crucial to the success of the vision of many computers per person. When we 
talk about seamless interaction, the gap between mental models provoked by the computer interface 
and the software below is a main indicator for ease-of-use. In this paper we discuss a desktop metaphor 
based on physics simulation as an antipole to symbolic iconic desktops nowadays. A physics-based 
user interface combined with gestures and touch technology promises a smaller gap between mental 
model and computer system for certain application areas. Furthermore we present a user-centered 
design process for rapid development of physics-based applications, which was used to create a proto-
type on basis of our tabletop application framework DynAmbient. Our approach enabled us to improve 
the usability of the application through several fast user participatory development iterations. 

1 Introduction 
Developing easy to understand and intuitive graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and interaction 
techniques for computer programs is a major challenge software developers face. Ideally the 
GUI should explain its functionality by itself without requiring the user to read a manual. 
Single-user applications for operating systems like MS Windows or Apple OS X typically 
use a standard set of graphical elements (e.g. tabs, scroll bars) and interaction techniques 
(e.g. double-clicking, Drag-and-Drop), which are known by most users. 

While digital direct-touch tabletops have attracted a great deal of attention recently by HCI 
researchers, there exists no comparable repertoire of established design principles for table-
top applications yet. A major challenge is the effective support of collaboration on tabletop 
displays (Morris 2006, Morris et al. 2006, Hilliges et al. 2007), which requires consideration 
of specific guidelines (Scott et al. 2003). Another central focus addresses interaction mecha-
nisms that are especially designed for the characteristics of tabletop systems. Reorientation 
of digital objects for instance occurs on tabletops far more often than on desktop computers 
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because users can view the display from different positions around the table. Furthermore 
observational studies (Kruger et al. 2003) have shown that orientation is critical for compre-
hension of information, coordination of actions and team communication. 

There exist various methods for handling orientation on tabletops including use of special-
ized hardware (Shoemake 1992, Liu et al. 2006), object decoration (Shen et al. 2004), situa-
tion-based (Magerkurth et al. 2003), environment-based (Ringel et al. 2004, Tandler et al. 
2001) and person-based (Rekimoto & Saitoh 1999) approaches.  

Amongst manual reorientation techniques a novel class of mechanisms (Mitchell 2003, 
Kruger et al. 2005, Agarawala & Balakrishnan 2006) leveraging people's skills in manipulat-
ing physical objects by using physics simulation seems especially promising. These physics-
based techniques comply with the seamlessness design concept of Ishii et al. (1994) which 
considers continuity with existing work practices and everyday skills as essential. The con-
cept of seamlessness design can not only be applied to object rotation but to the handling and 
GUI of tabletop applications in general. We believe that the creation of “organic” (Rekimoto 
2008) GUIs and interaction techniques that take advantage of our ability to anticipate behav-
iour of physical objects according to their characteristics, surroundings and manipulations is 
a promising way to improve the usability of tabletop applications significantly. 

We introduce physics simulation as a strategy to interact with tabletop applications and to 
improve mental models of users regarding application behavior. We believ that this approach 
helps in creating tabletop functionality and behavior that can be grasped quickly by untrained 
users through leveraging their experience regarding real-world physical settings. On this 
basis we discuss concepts of mental models and how physics simulation can help to provoke 
appropriate models of software. 

Further on we describe a tabletop application that provides physics-based interaction utiliz-
ing a framework called DynAmbient, which was developed at the HAW Hamburg (Roßber-
ger 2008). DynAmbient allows the integration of virtual physics-based tabletop workspace 
configurations designed visually with 3D editing software. This functionality enabled us to 
rapidly improve the GUI of our application based on feedback we received from users over 
several iterations. 

2 Physics-based applications 
In tabletop applications physics simulation has so far primarily been used for rotating and 
translating objects via a single contact-point for input. The physics-based interaction mecha-
nism Drag (Mitchell 2003) computes the friction on objects for manipulating tabletop items, 
while RNT (Kruger et al. 2005) uses a more simplistic approach in form of a simulated force 
to integrate rotation and translation. 

An application that uses physics more elaborately for working with objects within a virtual 
workspace has been proposed by Agarawala & Balakrishnan (2006). BumpTop, which is 
designed for pen-based touch interaction, utilizes a physics engine to create a dynamic work-
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ing environment where objects can be manipulated in a realistic manner. Objects in Bump-
Top can be dragged and tossed around according to their physical characteristics like mass or 
friction. Their behaviour resembles that of lightweight objects on a real tabletop. By adding 
physics and thus more realism, Drag, RNT and BumpTop allow users to potentially employ 
interaction and work strategies from reality. 

Kruger et al. (2005) evaluated RNT by comparing it to a traditional-moded (TM) rotation 
mechanism called “corner to rotate”. The results of their usability study show, that RNT is 
faster, more efficient and as accurate as TM. Furthermore test participants stated, that RNT 
was very easy to use and required less effort to complete tasks as object translation and rota-
tion could be carried out in one movement as opposed to TM where these interaction tech-
niques were separated. 

Unlike RNT, Drag turned out to be slower than TM object manipulation techniques when 
evaluated (Mitchell 2003). There seem to be two reasons for this result: while conceptually 
similar, Drag employs a more accurate physics model than RNT, which makes it difficult for 
users to adequately predict Drag's behaviour while interacting with objects.  

Furthermore Mitchell used a mouse as input device during evaluation, whereas Kruger et al. 
conducted their tests on a touch screen. This means that participants could apply their experi-
ence of performing traditional mode-based rotation via mouse input during Mitchell's evalu-
ation tests, which yields for example from working with graphics applications. This is an 
explanation for the performance advantages of traditional mode-based rotation in comparison 
to Drag since Mitchell also presumes “that direct input would enhance Drag” (Mitchell 2003, 
99ff.). 

A qualitative user study of BumpTop conducted by Agarawala & Balakrishnan (2006) resul-
ted in similar positive and encouraging feedback as for RNT. Users felt that interaction tech-
niques like tossing were easy to discover and learn because the physics-based working envi-
ronment of BumpTop allows leveraging of real-world experience. Participants also liked the 
software because the user interface provides playful, fun and satisfying interaction. 

Summarizing the evaluation tests conducted with RNT, Drag and BumpTop, physics-based 
applications offer a number of advantages. However too accurate simulation of physics can 
affect users’ experience in a negative way as demonstrated by the evaluation of Drag. There-
fore developers must carefully choose to which degree physics simulation is beneficial. Aga-
rawala & Balakrishnan (2006) propose a policy of “polite physics” where physics-simulation 
is restricted or turned off in certain situations. Direct copying of interaction techniques from 
reality for tasks like sorting or bulk object manipulation should employ the speed and 
accuracy of computer programs. During transfer from reality to computer developers should 
abstract in order to create an improved version of the original. Like this it is possible to 
combine the advantages of physics-based interaction with the speed of computer supported 
work.  

Generally physics-based interaction techniques are easy to learn and especially faster than 
traditional mode-based interaction mechanisms when used in combination with direct input 
devices like touch screens. Using physics simulation not only for interaction but also to pro-
vide dynamic workspaces where objects can be moved around reality-like appears to be the 
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next logic step in developing intuitive tabletop user interfaces. How physics-based applica-
tions can help to achieve this aim by improving users’ mental models of tabletop applications 
will be discussed in the next section. 

3 Mental models of software applications 
The concept of mental models (Gentner & Stevens 1983, Rogers et al. 1992, Young 2008) 
has gained more attention in HCI during recent years. While interacting with computers and 
applications a user receives feedback from the system. This allows him or her to develop a 
mental representation (model) of how the system is functioning (Jacko & Sears 2003). Sasse 
(1997) states that a well-designed application and user interface will allow the user to de-
velop an appropriate model of that system. This underlines the concept of Norman's design 
approach (Norman 1988, Norman & Draper 1986), which assumes that humans develop 
mental models of systems based on their assumptions.  

A central issue in GUI design results from the fact that the mental model of the developer 
differs from that of the user. This means that the application, which can be regarded as the 
manifestation of the developer's mental model, does not behave as the user would expect. 
How intuitively an application can be handled depends on how well the mental model of the 
developer and the user match.  

Tognazzini (1992) recommends the use of analogies and metaphors to assist developers in 
creating successful mental models. Sasse (1997) defines an analogy as an explicit, referen-
tially isomorphic mapping between objects in similar domains. A metaphor is a looser type 
of mapping which points out similarities between two domains or objects. Its primary func-
tion is the initiation of an active learning process. 

According to Sasse’s distinction, a physics-based application like BumpTop can be con-
sidered as an analogy since interaction techniques like tossing or grabbing and the physical 
characteristics of real-world objects were directly transferred to the program. 

People develop mental models regarding the behavior of physical objects under influence of 
external forces during their lifetime. As a consequence developers as well as users probably 
possess a very similar mental model regarding the behavior of physical objects within a dy-
namic working environment provided by applications like BumpTop. By use of physics 
simulation, which allows the implementation of widespread mental models in form of real-
world analogies, developers are able to create easy to grasp GUIs. The ability to close the 
gap between mental models of users and developers like this can be considered as key ben-
efit of physics-based applications. 

Due to the many advantages of physics simulation and the concept of mental models dis-
cussed in this section, we developed a physics-based tabletop application for touch input that 
is based on the implementation of a real-world analogy and offers a dynamic working envi-
ronment combined with realistic object handling. The framework on which our prototype is 
built is consequently called DynAmbient (from dynamic ambient). 
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4 Design guidelines 
Our physics-based prototype application allows users to browse and categorize photos and 
videos within a virtual working area. We defined the following set of interaction techniques 
applicable to photos and videos while using the software: 

• Translate, rotate and resize 

• Translate and rotate simultaneously 

• Categorize 

Furthermore we determined several non-functional key requirements: object manipulation 
should be easy to learn, lightweight and cause low cognitive load. 

The final user interface of the application (cf. figure 1) realized with the DynAmbient 
framework resembles a billiard table seen from above: a rectangular horizontal plane with a 
hole on every long side surrounded by banks that keep objects from exiting the GUI uninten-
tionally. Photos and videos can be moved on top of the plane within the embankment. 

 Categorization of photos and videos is carried out by throwing objects into the holes 
whereas each hole represents a certain category. The holes are positioned in the middle of the 
long sides and thus equally well accessible for left and right handers. Incoming photos and 
videos fall from above into the three-dimensional GUI in front of the user and can be stacked 
(cf. upper left corner of figure 1), dragged and tossed around within the virtual workspace. 

 

Figure 1: Final GUI version including  four sorting holes labeled “Copy Dest. (Destination) 1-4” 

While utilizing these mechanisms objects collide with each other and are eventually shoved 
away depending on the speed and momentum of pushing objects. A photo or video object 
can be grabbed by “touching” it, i.e. the user puts down a finger or pen onto the touch screen 
over the object. The object is then attached by an invisible dampened spring to the cursor 
position and can be dragged around as long as the contact exists. This is a common approach 
for physics based interaction and is also used in BumpTop. Reality-like grabbed objects 
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behave according to the touch position: while performing the same movement a contact point 
at the edge of an object will result in a stronger rotation than one close to the object’s center.  

While the functionality and appearance of the prototype application was clear in general at 
the beginning of development, the final gestalt of the GUI was created in a user-centered 
design process. The DynAmbient framework as the basis of a flexible system architecture 
allowed the realization of different physical models within short time periods. 

5 System architecture and development workflow 
The manual implementation of physics algorithms can be costly and error-prone. Instead we 
recommend the integration of existing real-time physics engines used for computer game 
dynamics or scientific simulation, which simulate rigid body dynamics with sufficient accu-
racy. Physics engines allow the definition of three-dimensional objects along with their phys-
ical properties like mass or friction. They can furthermore simulate the effects of collisions 
and external forces depending on the characteristics of affected objects.  

Creating and configuring complex dynamic objects for physics engines through program-
ming languages if often cumbersome, as the visual verification of every change usually re-
quires a rebuild and restart of the program. Lengthy, complex and hard to understand pas-
sages of code may be another result of coded object definitions. To overcome these problems 
we propose a visual approach for modeling and testing dynamic scenes and objects for table-
top systems as described in the next paragraph. 

The physics engine Ageia PhysX was used to implement physics-based interaction, rigid 
body dynamics and collision detection due to a vital product feature: Ageia provides plug-ins 
that allow creation of dynamic objects using 3D modeling software like Autodesk 3ds Max. 
Created dynamic objects can be exported to a proprietary XML file format the PhysX engine 
is able to import and process. This allows developers to model objects like e.g. a cube within 
3ds Max, configure its physical properties through the Ageia plug-in, export it to XML and 
re-import it into a dynamic scene that is computed by the Ageia PhysX engine. The de-
scribed workflow enables developers to create dynamic objects without writing any code. 

DynAmbient utilizes this mechanism to assemble GUIs dynamically: the framework loads a 
XML file during start up which defines the physical gestalt of the virtual working envi-
ronment containing video and photo objects. The shape of the virtual working environment 
and hence the GUI can be changed by replacing the XML definition file. This concept en-
abled us to develop the GUI of our tabletop application test-driven in a user-centered design 
process. Modifications to the working environment were accomplished by using a 3d model-
ing package. The modified model was then exported and tested using our tabletop applica-
tion prototype. By following this approach we were able to improve the GUI steadily during 
each iteration. 

The described functionality of DynAmbient allows to use 3D modeling software as toolbox 
for dynamic content creation. In summary our approach significantly shortens and simplifies 
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the creation of tabletop applications that use physics simulation and enables also people who 
can not program to modify the behaviour and look of the GUI. The next section presents the 
test-driven development process of the virtual working environment provided by our applica-
tion prototype. 

6 User-centered design process 
Three versions of the GUI were produced in total during the design process of our tabletop 
application. To evaluate the usability of the GUI various students of the UbiComp Lab and 
ourselves tested the tabletop application after each iteration. Tasks of the participants in-
cluded moving and rotating photo and video items. Furthermore users were asked to throw 
several objects into the four sorting holes at the long sides of the working area. Users could 
experiment with the application as long as they wished. We asked participants subsequently 
to propose improvements regarding the GUI design. 

Application tests were conducted on a 42 inch LCD with a resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels 
powered by a Quad-Core Apple Mac Pro running Windows XP. An infrared touch screen 
from IR Touch, mounted in front of the LCD, was used for touch detection. As the system is 
unable to relate multiple touches to individual persons, only one person was interacting with 
the table at a given time.  

 

Figure 2: Development stages of the three-dimensional workspace model used for physics simulation and GUI 
presentation 

Version 1. The first version of the physical model representing the three-dimensional work-
space of our application is shown at left of figure 2. After importing the workspace model in 
XML-format using DynAmbient as described in section 5, the GUI of our application looked 
as displayed in figure 3. The central issue of this version was the integration of the sorting 
holes into the banks: the actual working area is reduced by doing so as the GUI must include 
the banks to make the holes visible. Furthermore users stated that the photo and video objects 
were too small. The wood texture on the model was also considered as distracting. 
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Figure 3: First version of our application’s GUI displayed on the touch screen we used for evaluation 

Version 2. Considering the proposed improvements the GUI was redesigned as shown in the 
middle of figure 2. The sorting holes were enlarged, removed from the banks and integrated 
into the actual working area. The photo and video items were scaled up as well. Additionally 
the workspace texture was replaced with a less distracting one that is also used in the third 
and final GUI version (cf. figure 1). Despite the improvements user tests revealed several 
shortcomings of the second version. One problem resulted from the segmentation of the 
workspace area that holds the photos and videos in multiple rectangular solids. Though there 
was no difference in elevation, photo and video objects tended to get stuck at solids’ edges. 
This issue was probably related to rounding errors made by the physics engine. Another 
shortcoming of this application version was the lack of visual feedback when throwing 
photos or videos into sorting holes. Users noted that items exiting the workspace with high 
velocity, could not be seen falling, as items moved away horizontally for a certain distance. 

Version 3. Based on the described shortcomings we redesigned our GUI model. The work-
space of the third and final version of the GUI model (cf. figure 2, right) consists of one 
piece. To improve the visual feedback for objects exiting the working area tilted banks were 
added behind the holes. This causes objects to rebound and fall down straight allowing users 
to see them disappear. A visual sparkle effect was also added to emphasize exiting items. 

All described modifications regarding the physical model of the user interface were con-
ducted with a 3D modeling package. Using this visual design approach modifications to the 
GUI could be carried out and tested within in minutes. The combination of physics simula-
tion, visual GUI design and a flexible system architecture capable of loading physical GUI 
models provides a promising platform for rapid prototyping of tabletop applications.  

Using a visual editor for virtual workspace modelling enables us to take advantage of real-
world experiences regarding physical objects already at the design stage. Imagine users 
would request containers for collecting photo or video items within the virtual workspace. 
Using our approach we can add this feature simply by modelling a bowl and load it via Dyn-
Ambient into the application, where it would behave as users would expect from reality. 
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7 Conclusions and future work 
The first contribution of this paper is the application of physics simulation to improve mental 
models of tabletop applications. We described how the transfer of real workspace and inter-
action analogies enables developers to create tabletop software that is intuitive as it allows 
users to take advantage of their evolved dexterity with physical objects. 

The second contribution is the introduction of a visual and test-driven design process for 
physics-based tabletop applications that aids interface designers in developing and modifying 
user interfaces rapidly. Therefore we presented a tabletop application framework called Dyn-
Ambient, which is able to load its dynamic GUI from XML files. By applying our design 
approach we could improve the usability of our tabletop application prototype according to 
feedback received from users. 

The next stage of this research will include intensive evaluation of our design approach and 
the DynAmbient framework in the context of the new “Living Place Hamburg” project at the 
HAW Hamburg, which will be fully functional in 2010. Besides the usability tests a com-
parison of our tabletop system with the Microsoft Surface table, arriving shortly in our lab, is 
in preparation. 
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